EN 54-4 - Compliance

No.: EN/17-18/31

Client’s reference - Technical File Number: 17-18/01

Name & Address of the Manufacturer:
Realty Automation & Securities Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Karanjkar Estate, 2nd floor,
Survey No. 11/11, Nanded gaon,
Pune: 411041.


Type/Model: V Series

Review Results/Observations

Based on the tests carried out, review of the test reports - the above product/s, generally comply with the safety requirements of the European Standard EN 54-4 (Fire detection and fire alarm systems. Power supply equipment)

Validity: July 2018 (subject to annual audits by TUV INDIA PVT. LTD.)

Shajan Sebastian
Head - Product Testing.

Yassar Shams
Manager - Product Testing

Job.no: 8114227801

(This Statement of compliance is valid under the conditions stated overleaf)
**Conditions of Issue:**

Note: Products entering the European Union are subject to the requirements set forth in the European Directives/Standards. It is the responsibility of the person placing the product on the European market to ensure compliance with applicable Directives/Standards.

Our services are intended to provide you with the data needed to determine compliance, but the person placing the product on the European market still has the responsibility and liability to ensure each product complies with the applicable Directives/Standards.

This statement of compliance is issued and is applicable only to the firm stated overleaf, and for the specified product, and/or the manufacturing plant stated and is Non-Transferable.

This statement of compliance is valid only for those products which are identical with the product that has been tested.

Each product must be accompanied by the instructions for - Operation/Maintenance/Construction/Installation as specified in the applicable Directives/Standards, which are necessary for its operation and installation. Each product must bear a distinct indication of the manufacturer or importer and a type designation so that the identity of the tested product with the series product brought on the market can be checked.

**VALIDITY**

- The compliance is valid as long as the rules of technology on which it was based are valid.

- The compliance statement will become invalid when its validity has expired or revoked or on revision of the all Applicable Standard/s or change in the product design whichever is earlier

The place of jurisdiction for all claims arising from the business relationship with respect to entrepreneurs and legal entities under public law is the registered office of our company.